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I'm an Aussie online marketing coach who loves

getting paid for my mind instead of my time. I

guide life coaches like you to find and unlock

your hidden marketing advantage and spotlight

it on social media so you can win more clients

with sales-free selling. 

HELLO, MY LOVE!

I'm Victoria Gibson

PROVEN FACEBOOK &  INSTAGRAM ADS TO GET  CHEAP  LEADS

Hi, my name is Victoria Gibson and welcome to your Facebook & Instagram Ads Swipe File.

You're about to discover the secret to creating high-impact Facebook and Instagram Ads that work to grow
your audience and impact.

I've created this meaty Ads Swipe File to give you the answers to these important questions and challenges
every Life Coach faces:

* What kind of ads should I run that will grow my perfect audience?

* What should I say in my ads to ensure I get attention from the right kind of people?

* What kind of visuals work right now to catch the eye of my target market and get them to take action?

* What ads work to keep my ad costs as low as possible?

* How much copy do I need to write, and in what kind of style?

Also, if you're serious about wanting to get seen and heard above the competition, and how you can
immediately start creating your own ads that work to grow a list of targeted subscribers that buy whatever
you want to sell them, make sure to check out this exciting resource right now -
victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart.

Enjoy!

Victoria 

https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart
https://www.victoriagibson.com/


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

Get ultra-targeted leads for less & build trust to make
offers that sell more easily to your engaged audience.

The best approach to take here is to share your expertise in
a way that answers first-level problems your marketing is

facing with an instant hit of value.

Do this with a lead-magnet download and run simple ads
to invite them to download in exchange for their email.

Invite them to a call or the next step on the thank you page
& you have an automated way to get more hot leads for

less using Facebook & Instagram ads. 

LIST-BUILDING ADS 1.

https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart
https://www.victoriagibson.com/


BODY COPY:

This welcome email series template for life coaches gives you a proven path to
quickly set up automated email sequences that do the selling for you.

Download it here free >> https://page.victoriagibson.com/welcome-
sequence/ 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://page.victoriagibson.com/welcome-sequence/
https://page.victoriagibson.com/welcome-sequence/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


A simple yet powerful practice that
allows for amazing revelations from your
clients and invites you to fully embody
the coach you know resides within you.
A beautiful exercise that helps create an
intuitively held energetic coaching
space. This exercise will show the
powerful facilitator archetype within you
how to confidently lead inside of one-
on-one spaces, as well as in small
groups, circles, and retreats.

It 's time for you to be the woman who
guides others to powerfully step into their
soul work...

Learn how to use the principles of devoted
energy coaching to become a more
intuitive coach, sacred space holder, and
sacred spiritual leader.

In this free online masterclass, you'll
discover:

How to take your coaching to the next
dimension so that your client's experience
miracles while also immersing yourself in
deeper spiritual ways that are internally
proven to get to the heart of true
transformation.

Join the free online training here >>[link] 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


Your hands have special markings that
reveal your unique talents and
gifts...Scientific Hand Analysis helps you 🤲
decode your hands and start living
according to your purpose.

I 've put all the Gift Markings that can be
found in a free guide for healers, mystics
and goddesses. 

In it, you will discover:
💜  How to identify these amazing and
unique markings that are only present
amongst less that 10% of people and what
they mean
💜  How you can activate your healing
talents and how to use them to track your
True Purpose
💜  How to embrace the power of scientific
hand analysis to support your purpose and
tap into your hidden healer

Click here to download your free guide and
discover the power of Hand Analysis >>
[link] 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


🦄  Creating a vision board is more than
cutting out magazine pictures, putting
together beautiful collages, and hoping for
the best.

It ’s a creative process, a powerful
visualisation tool that helps you bring your
desires into reality.

But it should also be connected and
meaningful too...

It ’s all about you meeting your own
energetic vibration so you can end up
attracting your deepest desires.

Feeling empowered to create your own
dream board?

I'm sharing my own unique process to
create a meaningful vision board in a
weekend - it ’s easier than you might think...

In this free mini-course, I ' l l lead you through
my 6-Part Vision Boarding process where
you'll discover:

🌟  How to align your desires to your values
to increase your ease, fulfillment, and
speed of manifestation,

🌟  How to be fully connected and conscious
while using both sides of your brain to
access your heart's desires, and

🌟  Easy tips and guidance on how to
visually capture your dreams (and the
little-known tweak that can supercharge
your new reality)

Simply follow my unique approach that may
be one of the most important first steps
you can take for your dream life.

It 's all free so let’s get started >> [link] 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
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Rapidly raise your vibration and start
instantly attracting your desires 💫

Successful manifesting doesn't have to take
hours of meditation and visualization.

In fact, when you know how to ALIGN
yourself properly with your desires
manifesting can happen QUICKLY!

Over 15,000 people have downloaded this
ritual with incredible results ⚡
Download Your Free Copy Here: [link]

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
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Claim your free e-book >> How To Build A
Thriving Health & Wellness Practice

In it, you'll discover:

✅  How to attract dream clients to your
practice who come back time and time
again 

✅  Insider secrets to running your very own
lucrative health retreats and workshops… on
page 6 we will reveal exactly where to start

✅  The new technique health and wellness
professionals are adding to their existing
services to instantly boost their bottom line
(and why clients love it so much)

Click here for your FREE copy >> [link]

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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WEBINAR ADS 
GET ULTRA-TARGETED LEADS FOR LESS

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


BODY COPY:

Get the real secret to growing your business with
webinars every life coach needs.

Grab your spot free here >>
https://victoriagibson.com/live-session-series-register  

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://victoriagibson.com/live-session-series-register
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CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

CALLING ALL Doulas, Healers & Feminine
Leaders - I want to show you why the art of
leading women's circles can help you grow
your impact in both business and life.
I usually only share this technique live, but
I 've just created a special masterclass
webinar that introduces you to this powerful
approach I’ve developed to help you lead
mothers in transformation.

⭐  After years as a nurse working with
mothers as a midwife, emotional health
nurse and educator... from New Guinea to
Brisbane... I 've taken my hands-on
knowledge of helping women transition
through motherhood.

In this free masterclass, you’ll LEARN:

🌺  The big shift all mothers go through that
can leave them feeling frustrated and out
of step with expectations of what
motherhood SHOULD be (this is rarely
talked about or acknowledged)

🌺  The essential nurturing framework of a
Sacred Circle that can elevate the
experience for every mother - and how to
lead from this space to change women's
lives.

🌺  How to step into your desire to lead and
create a new generation of support and
connection for mothers using the power of
Sacred Mama Circles.

Join me for this live and FREE online training
and discover how to change mother’s lives
👇

 [link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

🤲  The key to growing your spiritual business is
actually written as a map – on your HANDS.

Your unique path to purpose is all over your
hands and I want to show you how to decode it,
harness it and share it online.

Too many healers, spiritual entrepreneurs and
therapists shy away from being visible because
they care more about helping clients.

And I know what this is like, because this was me
too.

Surely nobody else would want to know about
the power of Hand Analysis & Goddess
Workshops?

Right?

Wrong.

I have been able to use social media to share
these amazing tools and help other women do
the same, and I want to show you how to do this
too.

In this free online workshop, you'll discover:

💜  The 3 Key areas that Scientific Hand Analysis
helps you confidently unleash your hidden
Healer
 
💜  How Scientific Hand Analysis differs from old
school palmistry 

💜  How To Stop Playing Small Now And Get The
Confidence To Stop Apologising For Your Gifts

💜  What happens when you learn Scientific Hand
Analysis as a tool and self awareness 
AND 

💜How you can add this to your own business to
support and amplify your work
And I know what this is like because this was me
too.

Come and join us for the free workshop here >>
[link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

🤲  The key to growing your spiritual business is
actually written as a map – on your HANDS.

Your unique path to purpose is all over your
hands and I want to show you how to decode it,
harness it and share it online.

Too many healers, spiritual entrepreneurs and
therapists shy away from being visible because
they care more about helping clients.

And I know what this is like, because this was me
too.

Surely nobody else would want to know about
the power of Hand Analysis & Goddess
Workshops?

Right?

Wrong.

I have been able to use social media to share
these amazing tools and help other women do
the same, and I want to show you how to do this
too.

In this free live workshop series, you'll discover:

💜  How To Get Over The "Poor Healer Myth" & How
To Leave It Behind For Good

💜 How To Follow The Path Laid Out In Your Hands
To Realise Your Purpose & Show Up To Serve

💜  How To Stop Playing Small Now And Get The
Confidence To Stop Apologising For Your Gifts

💜  Why Women Who Embrace Social Media And
Being Visible Can Charge More For Their Offer

AND 

💜 How To Stop Being Overwhelmed In Your
Business By Keeping It Simple

And I know what this is like because this was me
too.

Come and join us for the free live workshop
series here >> [link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

🤲 The key to growing your spiritual business is in
your hands... and I mean that LITERALLY.

Your unique path to purpose is imprinted on your
hands and fingertips and I want to show you
how to decode it, harness it and transform
others using the power of HAND ANALYSIS.

This scientific technique reveals Life Purpose
Design and helps you align to your path and
professional success.

Hand Analysis will help you decode your purpose
with a modality that brings together a powerful
way for Spiritual Entrepreneurs to grow with their
own thriving business.

In this free live workshop series, you'll discover:

💜  How Scientific Hand Analysis can help you
align to your Ultimate Purpose

💜 What the hands can teach you about your big
message and the BIGGEST area most people
ignore that block their success

💜  Why your Heartlines determine the quality of
your relationships and how to better understand
these to repair and activate your connection to
others

💜  The importance of embracing your Gift
Markings and how you can confidently monetise
them

AND

💜 How to use hand analysis to confidently to
guide others to live their life purpose while
creating more prosperity and abundance in your
own life

Click here to come and join me for the free live
workshop series here >>
[link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

Now more than ever WoC need to speak up and show up.

But it ain’t easy. I know. 

Why? I’ l l tell ya.

In my career before starting my online business, I was silenced
in the workplace.

I had to play down the color of my skin and blend in so that I
don’t upset anyone coz I didn’t want to be labelled as the
‘angry black woman’.

Overlooked for promotions (even though I was the most
qualified for the role).

So, I bit my lip, kept my head down, and stayed quiet.

And THAT gorgeous is the problem for most emerging WoC
coaches and why they struggle to grow their businesses and
attract the clients they're meant to serve.

Having a coaching business requires the complete opposite. 

To build a successful coaching business you need to be seen,
take up space and more than anything be visible.

Once I got over my own visibility blocks, my business went
from strength to strength. 

That’s why I ’m holding a 5-Day Live Challenge on Sunday 7
February to help coaches overcome their visibility fears and
struggles so you can attract the clients you're meant to serve
in 2021 � [link]

During the event we’ll cover:

⭐Why now more than ever WOC need to take up space, step
out of the shadows and use their voice to redefine their future
and create a lasting legacy

⭐ The 3 common success blocks I see holding most women
back from making their business dreams come true and how
to overcome them

⭐What you need NOW to jump out of the blocks and make a
splash with what you already know (even if your fear of
judgment has been keeping you stuck)

⭐The #1 deep-rooted block holding most WOC back and how
to use the power of social media to overcome it.

⭐ The 3 big signs you’re ready to stop hiding and claim your
space online with your own coaching business

Click here to register and save your spot � [link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

How you can learn to ‘feel’ client issues in
seconds (emotional, chemical, physical)
instead of just treating the surface issues.

After 20 years as a Chiropractor running
three practices, I developed a revolutionary
system of care that allowed me to put my
hands on someone’s body to 'feel'
blockages and trauma BEFORE they become
disease and illness.  

This is the same method I’ve taught over
350 healers and bodyworkers to scale a
booked-out, waitlisted practice!

With the Spinal Flow Technique™ therapists,
healers (and those who want to be) can
take their abilities to the next level, gain
confidence in their abilities, and help clients
get relief! 

Inside this FREE webinar, discover... 

👉  What I do to find the root cause of my
clients issues and deliver results  

👉  How I stopped treating a handful of
people and made a much bigger impact

👉  How healers, therapists, and bodyworkers
can be viewed as leading experts in their
field 

⭐BONUS FOOTAGE⭐

Watch me give a real-life, hands-on
demonstration of my Spinal Flow
Technique™ to witness the incredible results
firsthand. 

Ready to deliver amazing results and grow
a lifetime practice of loyal clients (without
straining your body or spending years
earning an expensive degree)? 

Click the link below to reserve a spot for the
Spinal Flow Webinar now >> [link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


FACEBOOK EVENT ADS
GET ULTRA-TARGETED LEADS FOR LESS

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

There's never been a better time to call in the sacred power of
circle, especially as mamas who know we're here for more 🤱

After years as a nurse working with mothers as a baby nurse
and educator... from New Guinea to Brisbane... I 've taken my
hands-on knowledge of helping women transition through
motherhood and created an amazing live experience in
Brisbane.

This live experience is perfect for you if you've been asking
"what's next?" and have the desire to find mamas just like you,
so you can shine your light in the world while connecting and
lifting up other mothers.

Mamas who care about connection, support and helping other
mothers through the sometimes wobbly transition that
motherhood brings.

The lack of support and networking out there can lead to
feelings of inadequacy and isolation that mean both mother
and child suffer.

But there is an opportunity to serve these women while
honouring your own desires to step up as a feminine leader
and live your purpose ⭐ 

You are warmly invited to this free training live in Brisbane,
where you'll discover:

🌺  The big shift all mothers go through that can leave them
feeling frustrated and out of step with expectations of what
motherhood SHOULD be (this is rarely talked about or
acknowledged)

🌺  The essential nurturing flow of a Sacred Circle that can
elevate the experience for every mother - and how to lead
from this space to change women's lives.

🌺  How to step into your desire to lead and create a new
generation of support and connection for mothers using the
power of Sacred Mama Circles.

Come and enjoy this beautiful circle event. It ’s not only
informative but nurturing & experiential too.

You’ll be lovingly guided through the power of this ancient art,
using my proven methodology and blueprint for your
confidence & success.

Enjoy the connected flow of circle activities including creative
rituals and a powerful process to move through fears and
ignite the feminine leader within you. 

You'll have an opportunity at the end to ask questions 1:1 with
me, and to network with others over a cup of tea and a vegan
snack :)

If you feel called to apply for further training, you could
become certified as a Sacred Mama Circles Facilitator with
The School of Intuitive Motherhood, An Approved Training
Provider with IICT (International Institute For Complementary
Therapies)🌏

REGISTER NOW to attend this free workshop (spaces limited)
by clicking on the Eventbrite link and putting your name and
email ⬇
[link]

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


SALES ADS 
GET ULTRA-TARGETED LEADS FOR LESS

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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Body Copy: 

Take your coaching and circles to the next level with
SOULFUL RITUALS that give your clients deeper experience
and meaning.

With this beautiful Ritual Creation Kit & Workbook, you'll
guide your clients to a new space of reflection and
sanctuary (in a way they've never experienced before).

You won't need to resort to searching the internet or
taking from other cultures and instead, you can create
your own soulfully aligned rituals.

In this Kit, you'll access a plug-and-play tool that helps
you create your own unique rituals in JUST 15 MINUTES.

Discover the magic here >> 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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VIDEO ADS
GET ULTRA-TARGETED LEADS FOR LESS
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SO MANY LIFE COACHES GET STUCK WHEN IT COMES TO
CHOOSING A NICHE...

IF YOU'RE STILL GOING BACK AND FORTH, I INVITE YOU TO
CONSIDER A FEW PROVEN OPTIONS.

USE THIS LIST OF THE 50 HOTTEST LIFE COACH NICHES FOR
INSPIRATION AND SEE WHAT'S WORKING NOW.

GET YOURS FREE HERE 👉 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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BODY COPY:

The Spinal Flow technique is a blend of cutting-edge
science and healing arts. 

Based on the 7 gateways of the spine and access points
which facilitate healing via the nervous system, it works
by locating and releasing layers of physical, chemical
and emotional tension in the body.

This breakthrough technique has helped thousands of
people recover from conditions including headaches,
back pain, disc injuries, digestive problems, stress and
depression. I can show you how to master this technique
in a short time – so you can change the lives of
thousands of people and help them finally live pain-free!

YES! SEND ME THE CLASS NOW >

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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RETARGETING ADS
GET ULTRA-TARGETED LEADS FOR LESS
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CREATE AN ONLINE QUIZ 1.

Yep, my client Sora was sharing how I helped her get 83c quiz leads with a

"set-and-forget" ad that delivered the best pre-qualified and highly

motivated potential coaching clients that converted to $5K clients.

Want to see more? Watch this video where I step through how to get more

quiz leads on Facebook & Instagram. Click here to watch it now.

GROW YOUR LEADS FOR LESS THAN $1 A SUBSCRIBER

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://vimeo.com/793213542
https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


2. PAID ONLINE WORKSHOPS
I know you probably think there's no way you would charge just $5 for people

to come and experience your magic in an online workshop.

I know it sounds crazy, especially when your offer is priced anywhere from

$2,000 or more...

But stay with me here, because this strategy gives you a dual-sided business

growth opportunity - and one that serves your clients while it sells them on the

next level.

And the best part is, this is highly scalable, because the profit doesn't come

from the tiny workshop cost, it comes from the offer you make at the

workshop.

HOST IMMERSIVE ONLINE EXPERIENCES AT A LOW PRICE

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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3. OFFER AN IMMEDIATE UPSELL

Creating and running super-targeted ad traffic to your lead magnet is one of the

best ways to get really cheap quality email subscribers onto your list so you can

follow up with them, making offers and connections using automated sequences.

This means you can grow your list and build connection (and sales)

automatically, without the need to ever launch if you don't want to.

Bit there is a really cool way to get a sale immediately on opt in and that's

offering a quick upsell at the time of opt in - kind of like a "do you want fries with

that" question at Maccas ☺ 

ASK FOR A QUICK SALE AT OPT-IN

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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4. RETARGET YOUR VISITORS
One of the best parts about running your ad campaigns on Facebook and Instagram

is that every click and view is measured and tracked on the platform (when you set

it up correctly). 

That means you can run ads ONLY to those who have already engaged with you or

seen you before and make a quick paid or free opportunity.

Effectively this gives you multiple "bites of the cherry", making sure you get seen

again and again and giving you a chance to recoup your ad costs, even when your

audience isn't ready to invest in your signature offer YET. 

It also works really well for getting regitsrants to your automated webinars that

typically cost more to get people to straight from Facebook & Instagram ads (and

where many coaches lose money quickly on their campaigns).

AND MAKE A QUICK OFFER 

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://page.victoriagibson.com/3-mistakes/
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Hopefully, this free report really delivered the goods when it comes to answering
the important questions and challenges every Life Coach faces when thinking
about what to share in their campaigns.

BUT, as you can also see, this is just the TIP of the iceberg when it comes to setting
up high-impact Facebook and Instagram Ads that work!

So, if you're serious about wanting to get all the details about how you can
immediately start creating your own low-cost and highly-effective ad campaigns
to grow a list of targeted subscribers that buy whatever you want to sell them, then
you need to check out "Traffic Jumpstart: Your Fast-Track To Your First "Set &
Forget" Campaign That Brings You 35 New Subscribers Each & Every Week Like
Clockwork" right now - https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart

Have a great day!

Victoria Gibson

SO THERE YOU HAVE IT - " FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM ADS SWIPE
FILE FOR COACHES".

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  
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FREE RESOURCES TO WIN MORE
COACHING CLIENTS

This Is Your Guide To Create, Run & Optimize

Your Own Facebook & Instagram Ads In Just 3

Days..

let me show you the method I've created from

running millions of dollars in Facebook Ad

campaigns since 2011.  Click here for access.

HERE'S HOW TO CREATE A BUSINESS YOU CAN BE PROUD OF WITHOUT
ALL THE COST & CONFUSION

01
STEP

Join Traffic Jumpstart For Just $47

Join my free webinar, where I'm revealing the

5 Advanced Pricing Principles used by highly-

paid life coaches to grow with leverage while

still delivering amazing client results. When

you attend, you'll also receive my free life

coach pricing matrix. Click here to join.

02
STEP

Discover The Keys To Pricing Your Offers

Claim your 100% FREE no-obligation private

growth marketing call with Victoria Gibson

($750 value). This is for coaches who want to

attract more high-paying clients in the next

60 days with clarity and confidence. If that's

you, then let's get you the results you deserve  

Click here to apply now.

03
STEP

Apply For Your Free 30-Min Growth Session

https://success.victoriagibson.com/traffic-jumpstart-now
https://success.victoriagibson.com/traffic-jumpstart-offer
https://page.victoriagibson.com/5-pricing-principles-play-long/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/apply
https://www.victoriagibson.com/


I've been writing articles and creating value-filled posts for over a

decade. Head on over to my site and find the resources to help you

now.

Search my blog here.

PREFER TO LISTEN?

Want More Free Stuff?

CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/5-keys-that-make-your-coaching-offer-an-easy-yes/id1551569988?i=1000610801013
https://www.victoriagibson.com/blog
https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart


CL ICK  HERE  NOW TO GET  SEEN  BY  AN EXTRA 500  POTENT IAL  CL I ENTS  A  DAY!  

Join The NEW Marketing
Growth Membership

https://www.victoriagibson.com/
https://www.victoriagibson.com/coach
https://www.victoriagibson.com/trafficjumpstart

